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We show both experimental evidences and Monte Carlo modeling of the effects of interparticle
dipolar interactions on the hysteresis losses. Results indicate that an increase in the intensity of
dipolar interactions produce a decrease in the magnetic susceptibility and hysteresis losses, thus
diminishing the hyperthermia output. These findings may have important clinical implications for
cancer treatment. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3488881�

I. INTRODUCTION

About half a century ago, the search of a method to
pasteurize the nodes which contain cancer metastases missed
at surgical interventions, motivated investigations on the
magnetic properties of iron oxide nanoparticles �NPs� which
would heat appreciably at radio frequencies after injection
into lymphatic channels.1 Since then, in vitro experiments
with magnetic fluids have confirmed their excellent power
absorption capabilities.2 In vivo experiments have docu-
mented the feasibility of this treatment in animal models of
melanoma,3 breast tumors,4 and prostate cancer.5 Depending
on the applied temperature and the duration of heating this
treatment either results in direct tumor cell killing or makes
the cells more susceptible to concomitant radio—or chemo-
therapy, thus increasing therapeutic efficiency.

The heating power of magnetic NPs is determined by
several factors including particle type, the frequency of the
radiated alternating magnetic field and the magnetic field in-
tensity. Namely, there are two mechanisms to account for
heat generation of magnetic of NPs less than about 30 nm in
diameter: �a� Néel relaxation, that is, the fluctuation of a
crystal’s magnetic moment over an anisotropic energy barrier
and �b� Brown relaxation to viscous losses due to particle
reorientation in solution.6 Given that, for clinical practice,7

Brownian contributions to ac losses are eliminated in the
case of immobilized particles,8 larger particles �showing fer-
romagnetic hysteresis� seem a better choice for these appli-
cations using alternating magnetic fields below the mega-
hertz range.6

On the other hand, the losses due to magnetization reori-

entation in ferromagnetic particles depend on the type of
remagnetizing process which, besides the intrinsic magnetic
properties—like magnetocrystalline anisotropy—is deter-
mined in complicated ways by particle size, shape and mi-
crostructure. Modeling of the performance of magnetic NPs
in hyperthermia has been previously reported.9,10 However, it
has not been clarified yet if an increase in the concentration
of particles leads to an increase in the heating capacity, or to
a decrease as recently suggested by Urtizberea et al.11 There-
fore, the use of Monte Carlo �MC� simulation methods could
be of valuable help to analyze the performances of ferromag-
netic NPs for hyperthermia applications. Our previous results
demonstrated that nanostructured Fe NPs coated with a uni-
form MgO epitaxial shell may act as high performance
therapy vectors with similar heating power of existing mate-
rials but at much more lower doses.12 It was anticipated that
a ferromagnetic coupling between NPs might result in a de-
creased hysteresis and hence in a diminished heating ability.
We shall report here the effect of particle concentration on
the magnetic hysteresis of the monodisperse NP assemblies
by comparing our own experimental data with MC simula-
tions. This study aims in the explanation of the role played
by interparticle dipolar interactions and the optimization of
the solution properties for hyperthermia applications.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The studied nanostructures consist of spherical zero-
valence ferromagnetic Fe particles ��75 nm� with a MgO
coating for biocompatibility. Figure 1 shows a ferromagnetic
behavior well above room temperature �RT�. The effective
anisotropy constant �K�4.5�104 J /m3� and saturation
magnetization �MS=210 emu /g� values are very close toa�Electronic addresses: daniel.baldomir@usc.es and cboubeta@el.ub.es.
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that of bulk bcc Fe. A detailed structural, morphological and
magnetic characterization of the samples has been already
published.12,13 At low concentrations, particles are prone to
appear in the form of interconnected chainlike structures,
thus demonstrating strong dipolar interactions.14

In order to assess the effects of dipolar interactions on
the NP intrinsic magnetic properties, particles were diluted at
different concentrations into distilled water or ethanol. Mag-
netic hyperthermia experiments were carried out under vari-
ous ac magnetic fields by means of a water cooled induction
coil of 23 mm diameter consisting of three turns, and a com-
mercial generator with a power of 4.5 kW.12 The heating
efficiency is quantified by the specific absorption rate �SAR�,
actually by measuring the initial slope of the temperature rise
before the effect of heat conduction becomes important.15

Adiabatic SAR measurements were performed on particles
dispersed in an epoxy matrix by a calorimetric method de-
scribed in Ref. 16. Such experiments allowed quantifying
accurately the small heating powers generated at low concen-
tration and low ac fields. It is widely believed that the heat-
ing effect is a result of energy absorption from the alternating
magnetic field and its transformation into heat by means of
the hysteresis loss during reversal of magnetization. For that
reason, and for the sake of comparison, the loss power was
also determined from hysteresis losses in powder samples
measured by using a superconducting quantum interference
device magnetometer, by taking into account the proportion-
ality of power with frequency.17 Please note that in magnetic
hyperthermia applications, the frequencies of the alternating
magnetic fields are several orders of magnitude higher than
those frequencies applied by the magnetometer to measure
the energy dissipation per cycle.

Alternative methods for quantifying SAR were also ap-
plied. Still, the ac susceptibility �=��−j�� of magnetic liq-
uids was measured as a function of ac field amplitude and
frequency, by using a home-made high-field ac
susceptometer.18 Although a linear frequency dependence is
usually assumed, in real magnetic liquids one may observe
deviations from the ideal Debye-like behavior. In our case,
the imaginary part of the susceptibility exhibits a maximum
below 10 mT, where particle interactions cause a slight fre-

quency dependence in the position of the maximum. These
effects, illustrated in Fig. 2, are in agreement with the con-
clusion drawn by Morozov et al.19 on the frequency depen-
dence of the susceptibility of colloid suspensions with differ-
ent particle concentrations. Such deviations have usually
been attributed to interparticle interactions.20

In other words, susceptibility measurements indicate an
interaction exists,21 and this interaction increases with par-
ticle volume fraction. In addition, the very low relative re-
manence �MR�0.2� in Fig. 1, compared to an assembly of
noninteracting randomly oriented particles �MR=0.5�,22 ex-
plains the reduction in SAR values on increasing the par-
ticles’ concentration �Fig. 2�a��. It appears that increasing
concentration reduces the magnetic hysteresis due to dipolar
coupling effects, as has also been suggested in previous
works reporting similar SAR versus magnetic field
evolution.11,23 However, the cause of such decrease remains
still unclear, being also conjectured to originate from a broad
size distribution. Thus, with the purpose of studying the role
of magnetic dipolar interactions on the hyperthermia proper-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Field dependent magnetization curve at room tem-
perature of the Fe core/MgO shell NPs. Inset on the left shows an electron
microscopy image of the NPs arranged in a chain resembling a magneto-
some �Ref. 29�. The inset on the right exhibits minor hysteresis loops.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Magnetic hysteresis losses �SAR� in dependence
on the magnetic field amplitude for different experimental conditions and
concentrations. Adiabatic conditions refer to experiments performed follow-
ing Ref. 16; nonadiabatic conditions refers to conventional hyperthermia
measurements in ferrofluids at different concentrations, and susceptometer
refers to experiments performed following Ref. 18. �b� Susceptibility mea-
sured at RT as functions of ac field amplitude �Hmax� and frequency.
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ties of the NP system, we performed MC simulations to treat
the influence of particle concentration and field dependence
on the SAR.

III. MODELIZATION AND DISCUSSION

The physical model employed for our numerical simula-
tions considers the usual approximation of single-domain
magnetic NPs with an effective uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
K� ef f which may be of magnetocrystalline or shape origin. We
also assume that every i-particle has uniform magnetization
and composition, and all its atomic moments rotate coher-
ently, so that the magnetic moment of each particle is ��� �
=MSV and K� ef f =KVn̂, with n̂ the unit vector along the easy-
axis direction and V the particle’s volume. The spatial distri-
bution of the particles resembles a frozen ferrofluid without
aggregations, the positions of the particles are kept fixed and
the easy axes are chosen randomly. Aiming to focus on the
role of the dipolar interparticle interactions we have simpli-
fied the system in order to set very ideal conditions, assum-
ing �i� temperature-independent K, V, and MS and �ii� a per-
fectly monodisperse system. The energy model is the same
as in Ref. 24 so that the energy of each particle in this ideal
scenario is regarded to have three main sources: anisotropy
�EA�, Zeeman �EH� and dipolar interaction �ED�. The
uniaxial-type anisotropy of each i-particle is given by
EA

�i�=−KV��� i · n̂i / ��� i��2, the influence of the external mag-
netic field H� is treated in the usual way EZ

�i�=−�� i ·H� , and the
magnetic dipolar interaction energy among two particles i , j
located at positions r�i ,r� j is given by ED

�i,j�=�� i ·�� j /rij
3

−3��� i ·r�ij���� j ·r�ij� /rij
5 , with rij the distance between both par-

ticles. The total energy of the system is therefore the sum-
mation of these energies extended to all particles.

In our simulations, we reproduce M�H� curves at differ-
ent sample concentrations �c� and for different values of
maximum applied field Hmax, using the parameter values ex-
tracted from the MgO-coated Fe NPs as described above.
The process to simulate a M�H� curve starts by first thermal-
izing the system at zero field from a very high temperature to
the desired chosen temperature. Next, the magnetic field is
applied and increased in small intervals until a certain Hmax

value; then it is decreased down to −Hmax, and increased
again up to Hmax so that the cycle is complete. To simulate
the time-dependence of the magnetization between two field
conditions we use the Metropolis algorithm with local
dynamics,24 i.e., the particles are allowed to change their
configuration a certain amount of trials. In each step, a new
orientation of the magnetic moment is generated inside a
cone of radius �� around the actual orientation.25 The energy
variation �E is calculated and the change to the new orien-
tation is then accepted with probability min�1,exp�
−�E /kBT��, with kB the Boltzmann constant. For a system
of N-particles, the repetition of this process N times by ran-
domly picking the particles defines one MC step. The mag-
netization of the system is recorded after a certain amount of
MC steps as the projection of the magnetic moments along
the field direction.

With the purpose of illustrating the overall working of
the program, Fig. 3�a� shows the M�H� curve for the very

diluted sample c=0.0001 �0.01% volume fraction�. We have
considered a system of N=1000 particles and magnetization
results are obtained from averaging the magnetization of all
the particles in the system over five different configurations,
and for all simulations the field variation ratio was kept con-
stant as �H=10 Oe every 400 MC steps. This ratio was
chosen so that both the remanence and the coercive field
�HC� in the ideal noninteracting case at very low tempera-
tures reproduce the expected values MR�0.50 and HC

�0.48 Ha,
19 where Ha=2 K /MS is the anisotropy field of

the particles. Since the Ha-value is of primary importance in
determining the magnetic properties of particle systems, be-
cause it weights the relative importance of the Zeeman
energy,26 in our simulations we emphasize the value of the
external field in relation with Ha.

Some M�H� curves at higher temperatures �treated by
means of usual computational reduced temperature units t
=kBT /2 KV� �Ref. 24� are plotted in Fig. 3�b� showing the
reduction in the hysteresis area with larger temperatures, as
expected: the higher thermal energy promotes larger fluctua-
tions in the orientation of the magnetic moments, until at
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Magnetization vs magnetic field curve in the ideal
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arrows. �b� M�H� curves at increasing temperatures �reduced units t
=kBT /2 KV� that illustrate the decrease in hysteresis and HC with tempera-
ture. �c� M�H� curves at different temperatures showing the common satu-
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of the initial dM /dT susceptibility �upper curve, full squares�, and of the
coercive field HC /Ha �lower curve, empty squares�.
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high enough temperatures the anisotropy energy wells of the
particles are completely overcome and the particles reach the
superparamagnetic �SPM� state. This process is analyzed in
more detail on the inset of Fig. 3�c�, where it is plotted the
temperature dependence of the initial susceptibility �upper
curve, full square symbols� and coercive field �lower curve,
empty square symbols�. The initial susceptibility first grows
until a maximum is reached, and decays afterwards. This
behavior agrees with the tendency observed in zero field
cooling processes,24 as could be expected since the process
starts after thermalization of the magnetic moment in zero
field. In fact, paramagnetic-like decay of the initial suscepti-
bility seems to be indicated in the high-temperature regime,
as corresponds to the SPM behavior. This reasoning is also
supported by the trend followed by the coercive field as a
function of the temperature, decreasing HC with growing
temperature until it disappears when reaching the SPM-state
temperature range. The data shown in the main panel of Fig.
3�c� illustrates the occurrence of saturation of the M�H�
curves at the different temperatures for large fields well
above the anisotropy field of the particles.

In Fig. 4�a� simulated M�H� curves are shown as a func-
tion of the sample concentration. A decrease in the initial
susceptibility with increasing c is observed, so that the stron-
ger the interaction between particles, the lower the hyper-
thermia response. Our results partially agree with those pub-
lished by Wang et al.27 but run contrary to the findings in
polydisperse ferrofluids reported by Jeun et al.,28 although
we think that the different system analyzed in the latter
�sample concentration is described as related to the size dis-
tribution, whereas in our case a monodisperse system is as-
sumed� may be responsible for such discrepancy. Figure 4�b�
shows magnetization curves as a function of the amplitude of
the magnetic field for c=0.007, where the importance of the
field with respect to Ha is underlined: for fields H�Hc

=0.48 Ha there is almost no noticeable effect in the area of
the cycle, whereas for values Hc�H�Ha large increases are
observed. No noticeable variations are found for H	Ha.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Modeling of the hysteresis losses of a magnetic fluid
with alternating magnetic field reveals that heating is depen-
dent on the particle concentrations. This dependence is ana-

lyzed in detail in Fig. 5. The results show a well defined
linear dependence on the field amplitude for the concentrated
samples �c=0.07, 0.15�, and a more complex behavior for
the more diluted one �c=0.007�. As expected, the model pre-
dicts that SAR saturates to a constant value for large fields,
and despite its simplicity, gives a good quantitative account
of the measured data shown in Fig. 2 and also reported in
other works �see, for instance, Fig. 3 in Ref. 23�, the satura-
tion taking place at larger values for larger concentrations.
Our results also emphasize the importance of taking into
account the characteristic Ha-field of the particles to set our
hyperthermia experimental conditions: it seems that Ha

�larger the higher the concentration� gives an estimation of
the upper limit for the field amplitude for larger SAR.

In summary, MC simulations of an assembly of mono-
disperse single domain magnetic particles—liquid like
arranged—in thermal equilibrium have shown that interpar-
ticle interactions modify the energy barrier, changing the glo-
bal magnetic behavior of the particle systems. We observe
that dipolar interactions between NPs significantly affect the
magnetic susceptibility and hysteresis losses, thus implying a
considerable reduction in specific heating power for hyper-
thermia applications.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Field dependent magnetiza-
tion curves for increasing sample concentration; inset
shows the initial susceptibility. �b� Magnetization
curves as a function of the magnetic field amplitude for
a selected sample concentration �c=0.007�. In both
cases arrow indicates magnitude increasing direction.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Field-dependence of the SAR for different concen-
trations �c=0.007, 0.070, 0.150�. Field data is also expressed in real units in
order to make easier the comparison with the experimental values plotted in
Fig. 2.
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